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Readings

One Summer: America, 1927, by Bill Bryson

History, it’s been said, is just one damn thing
after another, but sometimes those things pile
up in interesting ways. Such a time was the
summer of 1927, the subject of Bill Bryson’s
2013 book. It was the summer of Charles
Lindbergh’s solo flight across the Atlantic, Babe
Ruth’s 60 home runs, the great Mississippi
flood, and the first true “talkie, Al Jolson’s The
Jazz Singer. 

Those events are still talked about today, but
others that transfixed the nation at the time
have been forgotten. Ruth Snyder, a Queens
housewife, and Judd Gray, her secret lover,
were accused of killing Ruth’s husband, Albert
Snyder, and their trial dominated the news for
weeks. Today no one has heard of them.

Bryson recounts that story and dozens of
others, which sometimes creates a one-thing-
after-another vibe. One gets the feeling he’s
determined to tell us everything he knows. 

In addition to the microscopic view that’s
possible when focusing on a particular five-
month stretch of history, readers appreciate
some macroscopic summing up, a sense of an
era’s mood or ethos. Bryson provides some of
that. He describes the widespread corruption
that accompanied Prohibition, how mass
communication intensified hero worship, the
way that sound movies introduced American
vernacular to a global audience and contribu-
ted to our ascendancy on the world stage.

For William Blake, one of the poet’s abilities is
“to see a World in a Grain of Sand.” We see a
good bit of the world in Bill Bryson’s illuminating
account of the summer of 1927. (Dave Healy)

Events Book
Review

Micawber’s Monday: Nov. 9, 5:30-7 p.m.

Join your neighbors for refreshments, holiday
shopping, music, and mingling. 

The event is sponsored by the St. Anthony
Park Garden Club. Entertainment will be
provided by local resident Adam Granger.

Nov. 7, 7 p.m. Lon
Otto, professor
emeritus of English at
the University of St.
Thomas, will read from
his new collection of
stories, A Man in
Trouble, published by
Brighthorse Books. 

Settings for Otto’s stories range from inner-city
St. Paul to the South Dakota Badlands to
Havana, Cuba.

Nov. 12, 7 p.m. Sarah
Stonich, writing as Ava
Finch, will read from
Fishing with RayAnne, a
novel about a former
fishing pro who lands out
of her league as host of
the first all-women fishing
talk show on public
television.

The author of Shelter
(memoir) and Vacationland (stories), Stonich is
the recipient of a Minnesota State Arts Board
Fellowship and a Loft McKnight Fellowship. 


